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Our findings on cost savings for roads are similar to those in “Plan Maryland.” Here the State’s Department of
Planning compared growth scenarios from 2010 thru 2030. Under current conventional suburban development
patterns, about 4,800 road miles would be required at a cost of $20.2 billion dollars, while the more compact
“smart growth” pattern would require about 1,800 road miles, at a cost of $7.8 billion dollars. The compact
development projected construction saving of approximately $12.4 billion dollars, or $620 million dollars per year. 1
An additional less quantifiable benefit of compact development is the conservation of open space. Compact
development offers the potential to increase overall tax revenues to a jurisdiction by saving land for future
development, maintains local agricultural and working lands economies, and provides scenic beauty that
contributes to a community’s quality of life.2

Planning and Policy Implications
The results in communities where we ran the model confirm our original hypothesis that it is more cost efficient to
install, operate and maintain infrastructure and provide services where development patterns favor compact
growth over conventional suburban growth. We have also discovered that many communities do not consider cost
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